
AlexRenew is the water resource recovery facility for the City of Alexandria 
and parts of Fairfax County. Alexandria is built on a legacy of water and 
has a robust water tourism industry with visitors and residents regularly 
enjoying the City’s waterways. It was only natural that AlexRenew create a 
vibrant and interactive educational lobby that inspires a love of clean water.

Originally called "Port City," Alexandria has a rich water legacy and is 
still known today for its water recreation and tourism.

A Lobby Inspired by the Community

In addition to having our Environmental Center designated as the first 
Platinum LEED certified building in Alexandria, our CEO responded to a 
request from local citizens to create a water education destination that 
would benefit the community. 

AlexRenew’s educational lobby engages our community in its unique and 
important water legacy, and in the essential work we do to preserve that 
legacy. 

Once construction of the building was underway, planning began in 
partnership with an exhibit design firm.

The DesignMinds, an exhibit firm that designs museum quality content and 
interactives, partnered with a cross-functional AlexRenew internal team to 
create a lobby that inspired citizens to embrace water stewardship.

The Vision for the Lobby

Visitors to the lobby become immersed in the water management
cycle and the connections between AlexRenew and the community.
They should understand the crucial role that AlexRenew plays in
keeping local waterways clean and develop a personal connection to
the water in their community.

The Five Key Educational Lobby Areas and 
Their Themes

Welcome to AlexRenew!
A themed area featuring a colorful blue welcome sign and directory 
featuring our logo, bio-wall full of plants that are watered by our bluRenew 
reclaimed water, and an interactive LEED Monitor/dashboard that shares 
the features and benefits of our Platinum LEED certified building.

AlexRenew CEO Karen Pallansch speaks in front of our bio-wall. Dan Lynch from CH2M (now 
Jacobs) stands in front of one of two colorful, informative welcome signs in our lobby.

Creating a Water Discovery 
and Education Destination
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Renewing Our Connection
This area features a spinning history rail 
of Alexandria’s water; a community 
photos push button and screen 
interactive; an aerial floor map that 
highlights Alexandria’s sewersheds; and 
a Community Art Wall that displays 
photos, paintings or poetry related to 
water.

Renewing Our Waterways
The highlight of this area is our 7,000-
gallon reclaimed water fish tank with 
native species, including catfish, gar, 
bass, bluegill, sunfish, and others. 
Signage in front of our fish tank 
reinforces the benefits of clean 
waterways.

Water Discovery Day
attendees LOVED our
fish tank!

From Inspiration to Reality: How Our 
Educational Lobby Came to Be
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Renewing Our Resources
This resource recovery rail 
provides an easy-to-understand, 
visually interesting and interactive 
way for visitors to learn about the 
basic steps we use to transform 
dirty water into clean water and 
reusable resources. 

How Can I Renew?
This interactive touchscreen 
shows where dirty water enters 
and leaves the house, and 
demonstrates how citizens can be 
better users/conservers of water. 
The display also shares how 
visitors can protect their pipes 
with a spinner active that shows 
what not to put down the drain.

Securing Sponsorship
Our sponsors helped to offset the costs of our lobby exhibits. We created 
sponsorship packets with varying levels of sponsorship, ranging from $500 to 
$10,000. We secured twelve sponsors, and some sponsored individual exhibits. 
All sponsors are recognized on a wall plaque, while exhibit plaques identify 
individual sponsors on their particular exhibit. We celebrated our sponsors by 
holding a lobby dedication event during Chesapeake Bay Awareness Week.

Programming the Lobby 
Once the lobby was complete, we created a programming plan to ensure it was 
used as often as possible:

1. We conduct more than 100 annual tours, all of which begin in our lobby.
2. We held our first annual Water Discovery Day outside and inside our lobby, 

and on our Environmental Center sixth floor.
3. Our Young Problem Solvers Tours, part of our student water education 

events, include a scavenger hunt in our lobby.
4. We now have monthly Moxie Story Time in the lobby, featuring our fun and 

colorful mascot reading STEM books to young children.
5. Our lobby is now a stop for the Free Little Library program.

Future programming includes water art classes, waterways bike tours that leave 
from the lobby, and Saturday morning education events for kids using the 
multipurpose field behind our Environmental Center. 
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